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created into an urban poetics
in orderto reveal just how

""l'T.-

much "the Moses Effect" has
been internalized by those
who call New York home.
Indeed, the Moses of
Salazar's site-specific creation
has been completely domesticated: fledgling Brooklyn
gallery flatbreadaffair, which
is hosting the show, is located
in a private apartment in
Brooklyn's Boerum Hill. "We
want art to be lived,"

says

curator Rebecca Pristoop,
28. That mission has led,
since flatbread's debut
in September, to a series of
City planner Robert Moses
was the man chiefly responsible for the transformation
of New York City into the
conurbation of highways and
public housing high-rises we
know today. This he achieved
in large part through

force

of will, earning him a postmortem reputation as a sort
of human bulldozer. Yet in
his lifetime Moses was known

appointment-only
exhibitions
accompanied by programming that includes panel
discussions and elaborate
dinner evenings coordinated
by co-founder Leah Rinaldi,
a trained vegan chef.
Arriving

in the middle of

one such function, a visitor
might have been forgiven for
sitting on the art: Salazar's
piece (More Than) One Wayis
a chair upholstered

in a plush

to possess a more refined
sensibility. Writing poetry

white-arrow
road sign, complimented by construction-

while a student at Yale, he

warning throw pillows. On the

maintained an active interest
in music and art, contributing
reviews to New York newspapers until the day he died.
What would he have said

floor, carpettape and strips
from a tatty rug make up a
cushy crosswalk (00 as I say.
don't do as I do), while in the
corner an overstuffed pyramid-Yield
(Don't Despair)-

of artist Gabriela Salazar's
installation, Robert Moses,
He Knows Us? A keenly sympathetic reflection on Moses'
legacy, the show turns the
visual turmoil

ofthe

city he

is more loveable than any

rumpus room? Definitely.
For a native New Yorker
like Salazar, a pair of framed
moire traffic lights, such as
those hanging at flatbreadaffair, may be read as portraiture
of a very particular kind:

Kinderszenen, scenes from
childhood. (Not coincidentally
perhaps, Moses was a vocal
advocate of children's playgrounds.) The worksite to
which these construction
signs allude is one of personal
archaeology-and

though

that makes for a sympathetic
ambience, there is a point of
discomfort no cushions can
cover. To put Moses in one's
living room is to recall how
many homes he did bulldoze.
But the artist is not entirely
immune to such considerations. On the evening of
the dinner, she sat opposite
wayfinding designers Chris
Calori and David VandenEynden. Salazar's architect
parents are working

on build-

ings displaced and damaged
by the current 2'd Avenue
subway construction; Calori

& Vanden-Eynden

are designing the signage for that project.

The milieu reinforced a
latent theme of the show:
that we are all complicit in the
creative destruction by which
urban space is made. We
have seen Robert Moses, and
he is us.

traffic marker ought to be.
Is this a searing analysis of
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the semiotics of urban space?
Hardly. Megalopolis as kid's
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